
IELTS Topic 2

Art
Common questions

Part 1 - What kind of art do you like?
Part 1 - Is art popular in your country?
Part 2 - Describe a piece of art you like.
Part 3 - How can children benefit from learning art?
Part 3 - Why do you think some people enjoy looking at paintings and sculptures and others do not?
Part 3 - How has art changed in the last few decades in your country?

Vocabulary and expressions

Portray (v)      - depict (someone or something) in a work of art or literature.
My favourite painting portrays a beautiful young woman in a blue dress.

Priceless (adj)    - has such a high value that the price of it cannot be calculated.
The art museum has a number of priceless vases that I like to view from time to time.

Sculpture (n)    - the art of forming solid objects that represent a thing, person, idea.
I’m not a big fan of paintings but I really enjoy sculptures made of metal of stone.

Abstract (adj)    - existing as an idea, feeling, or quality, not as a material object.
I prefer abstract art that gives you the opportunity to interpret the meaning.

Renowned (adj)    - famous.
We have many renowned artists in our city who are pushing the boundaries of art.

Aesthetic (adj)    - An aesthetic object or a work of art is one that shows great beauty.
My parents like to collect furniture that is both aesthetic and functional.

Contemporary (adj)   - existing or happening now.
I am really into contemporary art that depicts current social issues.

Focal point (n)    - the thing that everyone looks at or is interested in.
The focal point of the painting is the couple holding hands.

Masterpiece (n)    - a work of art such as a painting, film, or book that is made with great skill.
Many of Van Gogh’s works are masterpieces.

Exhibition (n)    - an event at which objects such as paintings are shown to the public.
We have many exhibitions in my city that anyone can visit.


